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Exception 1
The Initial Decision concludes that the proximity of a
reactor to a large populat.on is

not a matter of special

safety significance warranting a further inquiry into the
likelihood of a pressure vessel rupture.

CCPE sought to

introduce evidence and conduct cross-examination which would
demonstrate that when the likelihood of a pressure vessel
rupture occurring is

applied to the Indian Point site and the

consequences of such an event are calculated the result is an
unacceptable risk.

Testimony from Dr. Wechsler would have

established the various modes of pressure vessel failure and
indicated the range of probabilities of a pressure vessel
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failure.

This would have established a basis for conservatively

P

predicting a pressure'&essel failure.

Using calculations of

radioactive releases similar to TID-14844 it would be possible
to determine the consequences in the densely populated areas
adjacent to and South of the Indian Point site.

These results

would have demonstrated the ncessity for providing means to
ameliorate the consequences of a pressure vessel rupture and
in the absence of s-uch means to prohibit operation of Indian
Point #2.
The basis for the Initial Decision conclusion is that
"special safety significance" can only be shown by reference
to design, mode of manufacture and proposed operating limits
and not to site characteristics.

That view is without support

in the Commission's October 26, 1972 decision in this pro
ceeding.

The decision specifically refers to matters of

special safety significance without any qualifications.

As a

matter of logic and semantics the proximity of a plant to a
large population area is a matter of safety significance.

This

Board can take judicial notice of the fact that the regulatory
staff now opposes construction of the Newbold

Island nuclear

plants because of the proximity of large population contribu
tions even though all requirements of 10 CFR Part 100 are met.
Letter from Director of Regulation to Public Service Electric
and Gas Co.
and 50-355).

of New Jersey dated October 5,

1973

(Docket Nos.

50-354
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Phe assessment of,,a risk must necessarily include an
evaluation of the likelihood of the event and an evaluation
of the consequences of the event occurring.

A low probability

event with disastrous consequences may be as unacceptable
a high probability event with minor consequences.
the likelihood of a reactor vessel rupture is

In

as

addition,

an unknown.

The Staff characterized the event as a "low"' probability
but this is

a qualitative term that does not provide an

objective basis for evaluation.

The Commission decision was

made when it was known that the Staff believed the chance of
the event was a low probability and when the Applicant had
established compliance with 10 CFR Part 100.

Nonetheless

the Commission held that further inquiry regarding measures
to cope with the consequences of pressure vessel rupture was
an appropriate subject for a licensing hearing where special
safety significance is shown.

This was not tied to a showing

of non-compliance with 10 CPR Part 100 or a showing that a
vessel rupture had a higher probability of occurrence at the
plant.

All that was required was that the attack not be a

generalized attack on the regulations

and the special safety

matters must relate to a particular facility.

The site

characteristics of Indian Point #2 fully meet that standard
and further data on the consequences
well as on the likelihood of its
allowed.

of a vessel failure as

occurrence should have been

Exception 2
We rely on briefs previously submitted to the Appeal Board
and the Commission in support of our view that because 10 CFR
Part 50, Appendix A includes within the definition of a loss-of
coolant accident a pressure vessel rupture, no special showing
had to be made to present data on the likelihood of this event
or the consequences.I of it occurring.

Exception 3
In concluding that there is reasonable assurance that the
reactor vessel can be operated withou undue. risk to the public
health and safety the Initial Decision assumes either that there
is a sufficiently low probability of a pressure vessel rupture
that its occurrence can be ignored or that the pressure vessel
rupture will not have an adverse affect on public health and
safety.

The record in no way supports the latter assumption.

As to the former assumption, the Initial Decision presents no
figure detailing what criteria are used in deciding what is an
acceptably low probability.

Certainly a judgment about probabi

lity should not have been made without the testimony of Dr.
Wechsler which would have disclosed several errneous assumptions
in the Staff and Applicant presentation.

In fact all the Staff

and Applicant did, in substance and all the Initial Decision
finds is that the pressure vessel at Indian Point #2 -is in
compliance with the "minimumn requirements". of the rules and
regulations.
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Except-ion 4
It is now clear that no license may be issued unless there
is

an unequivocal finding (Duke Power Co.,

ALAB-128

(RAI-73-6),

p. 399, 410) that the plant is in compliance with all safety
regulations.

Vermont Yankee Nuclear Power Corporation, ALAB-138

(RAI-73-7, p. 520, 528-29)- Design Criterion 35 is a regulation
of the Commission and the Initial Decision does not specifically
find compliance with it.

In the Initial Decision (50%) pages

21-22 the Board expresses serious doubts about the validity of
the Interim Acceptance Criteria and stresses that certain
safety margins are greater for the 50% license than for full
power.

In the face of these doubts its failure to find specific

compliance with Design Criterion 35 is extremely significant.

Exceptions5,

6 & 7

It-is illegal to absolutely forbid a challenge to the
validity of the Interim Acceptance Criteria in this proceeding.
At least Citizens Committee for Protection of the Environment
should have been allowed to show compliance with the Calvert
Cliffs Memorandum doctrine

(now embodied in

different form

The finding of the Board in the Initial

in Section 2.758).

Decision (50%) page 22 that CCPE provided "a substantial bases
0
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for questioning the adequacy of the Interim Criteria,
of the performance of the ECCS,

the analysis

and the research and development

results that provide the basis for the criteria and the analysis"
clearly meets the test to warrant a full review of the validity
of the Interim Acceptance Criteria.

The process required is

a full review by the Commission of the validity of the regulation.
The IAC were and still are under review.

The showing made by

CCPE upsets the presumptive validity of the IAC and requires a
postponement of licensing until the Commission either affirms
or changes the IAC.
The Appeal Board decision in ALAB-46 rejected the claim
that the IAC were illegally adopted.

For the same reasons

presented there by CCPE we believe that decision was erroneous.
Also concluded that specific evidence on flow blockage and
rod swelling and bursting did-not have to be considered in
determining whether compliance with the IAC was shown.
also Consolidated Edison Co., ALAB-95

See

(RAI-73-1, p. 33).

For

the same reasons presented previously CCPE contends that
decision is erroneous.

*/

This discussion assumes for simplicity that the IAC are
validly adopted regulations. It is our view that they are not
regulations and if they are regulations they were not validly
adopted.
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Exception 8
The Initial

Decision found that the margins between IAC

limits and operating conditions are narrowed by reducing the
peaking factors.
is

(I.D.o,

not specifically

p. 12)

found nor is

margin remaining quantified.

The extent of the reduction
the extent of the safety

Inasmuch as the :AC represented

an alleged careful balance of several safety considerations,
any change in plant operating limits which destroys the initial
margins should trigger a' full review of the adequacy of the
margins remaining.
IAC calculation

At present we know that one aspect of the

for Indian Point #2 is less conservative than

originally assumed - i.e.

the real peaJing limit in

the plant

is closer to the one used for IAC calculations than originally
(a drop from 3.0 to 2.7).

The original figure was higher

than the highest level anticipated for the operation by a
greater margin than is now provided.

That higher margin con

servatively over-predicted peak clad temperature which compen
sated for other uncertainties in

the IAC - calculations such

as heat transfer correlations. flow blockage, steam binding,
etc.

Until a thorough re-analysis is conducted it

is not

possible to say that the margin of conservatism that remains
is

sufficient to cover the uncertainties in
9

other calculations

•
The original figure was 3.2 which was reduced to 3.0 to
met the IAC.

which ' are part of th

peak clad temperature calculation.

In this circumrstance it was inappropriate for the Initial.
Decision to, in effect, eyeball the problem and give an off
the shoulder. OK to the Indian Point #2 reactor.

A more care

ful explication of the Board's reasoning is required.

Northern

States Power Co., ALAB-104 (RAI-73-3, p. 179).

Exception 9
It is indisputable that the Applicant has not demonstrated
that it is in compliance with Safety Guide 33 (Regulatory Guide
1.33) relating to quality assurance.

Inspection Report No. 50

247/73-14, Summiary of Findings, pp. 6-10 particularly p. 9 and
Inspection Report No. 50-247/73-09, Details III, pp. 14-17
(CCPE Ex. AA (9/12/73)).

The Initial Decision finds that the

"Applicant is complying with the suggested upgrading and the
concerns respecting the incidents have been or are being satis
factorily resolved".

(I.D. 18)

(Emphasis added)

The question

is whether operation should have been authorized prior to the
corrective steps needed to bring the Applicant in
with quality assurance requirements.

compliance

This Board's decisions

in Duke Power Co., ALAB-128, s!upa and Vermont Yankee Nuclear
Power Corporation, ALAB-124 (RAI-73-5, pp. 358, 362) indicate
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that the authorization ,was illegal.
The sole distinction between this case and Duke Power Co.
and Vermont Yankee is that here the specific violations that
are still not corrected are violations of a Safety Guide rather
That distinction is not in

than 10 CFR Part 50, Appendix B.

significant but nonetheless in this case the fact that viola
requires a revocation of

tion of the Safety Guide remains
the operating authority.

First, the Board here did not find

that this facility was in compliance with 10 CFR Part 50,
Appendix B.

Second, although compliance with the Safety Guides

is not always required, waiver

of

compliance is to allow

alternate procedures to meet the substantive requirements of
the Safety Guide.

Preamble, p. 1 (12/12/72).

Here the Staff

has not approved Applicant's quality assurance program and has not
authorized a departure from normal requirements.
Staff is demanding compliance.

Rather the

Thus, the issue- answered

specifically in Duke Power and Vermont Yankee- is

whether a

license can be issued when there is a failure of compliance
with quality assurance requirements?

7

The answer must be no.

Significantly the Staff wasaware of the deficiencies in
Applicant's quality assurance program in late April or May, 1973,
(see cover letter to Inspection Report 50-247/73-09 giving the
dates of the inspe tions) but permitted continued operation of the
facility under the 50% testing license and never advised the
parties (other than Applicant) or the Board that deficiencies had
been found until CCPE demanded copies of the documents prior to
September 12, 1973 hearing. The Appeal Board recently indicated
its strong dis4oproval of Staff and Au.].icant failure to keep the
sigir-L.icant adverse data be]gIIp
Board and-parti6es advise(I of all
uncovered during inspections,. Duke Power Co., ALAB-143, PI-i-9
(Slip op., pp. 9-10).

0

9
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The Safety Guide provide for amendments.

Applicant may

argue here that the Staff has in effect amended the Guide to
allow time for compliance with certain requirements.

But the

Preamble, p. 2 makes clear that if Guides are revised the
revision will be made by a reissuance of the Guide.

Obviously

amendment of Safety Guides adopted by Director of Regulation
cannot and should not be made on an ad hoc basis by project
managers or other regulatory staff personnel.
has not been met.

Safety Guide 33

The Staff agrees the Applicant must meet it.

Until it is met and evidence of compliance is included in this
record, Indian Point #2 should not be allowed to operate.

Although the deficiencies referred to were discovered
before

June, 1973, the corrective steps have not as yet been

taken.

Applicant may under the goad of CCPE take the required

steps and attempt to get a Staff approval letter while this
appeal is pending.

It will then undoubtedly invite the Appeal

Board to follow the Vermont Yankee precedent and take a non
record look to determine whether any controversy still remains.
Regardless of the validity of such an approach in Vermont Yankee
we believe it is unwarranted here. -Applicant and the Staff
have been on notice of the Appeal Board's strong views on quality
assurance at least since Consumers Power Co.,
p. 182 (March 26, 1973).
has continued.

ALAB-106 (RAI-73-3,

Nonetheless operation of Indian Point #2

To now reward and encourage such blatant disregard

-Ii-

of the rulings of this Board would not serve

the public interest.

Having put all part.es on notice with regard to quality assurance,
we believe when the Appeal Board finds in
quate quality assurance compliance, it

subsequent cases, inade

should revoke the license

and remand for a further hearing by the licensing board.

/ Exceptions 10 & 11
Indian Point #2 has been plagued with malfunctions during
construction and operation.

See CCPE Ex. AA (9/12/73).

In

many instances the Staff has been content to order the Applicant
to correct the defect but not to locate and resolve the under
lying cause of the defect.

Inspection Report 50-247/73-09

(Section IT, Paragraphs 2 & 3)

(CCPE Ex. PA (9/12/73))

discloses

that a valve which had been checked by all relevant inspectors
for integrity and subjected to a recheck to determine whether
it

had thin-walls,

nonetheless had a weak point which was below

specifications and leaked.
replace the valve.

It is not sufficient to merely

All valves which have been similarly in

spected should be reinspected and a definitive finding should
be made by AEC inspectors of the cause for the failure to
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*1
previously detect the valve deficiency
Similarly the record discloses several instances in which
P

the failure to follow

equired procedures by Con Ed personnel

resulted in violation of Technical Specifications.

Doors which

should be closedwere left open (Inspection Report 50-247/73-11,
(Summary of Findings,p. 1 (CCPE Ex. AA (9/12/73)),

required pro

tective clothing was not used, (Inspection Report 50-247/73-04,
Summary of Findings, p. 15

(CCPE Ex. AA (9/12/73)) required

security procedures iwere not followed (Id_.)
required procedures regarding verification of valve position
were not followed (Inspection Report 50-247/73-11, Summary of
Findings, pp. 1 & 6 (CCPE Ex. AA (9/12/73)).

Yet Con Ed was

unable to provide any concrete evidence that it had taken
steps to assure better implementation of its operating pro
cedures.
The Initial Decision ignores these facts and makes broad
generalizations regarding Applicant's personnel.

(I.Do 18-19)

The prior experience of Applicant's personnel is no answer to
the present deficiencies in its implementation of the quality
assurance program.

It may be that these personnel do have a

"willingness" and a "desire" to "faithfully execute the quality
assurance program" (I.D. p. 19) bu.t it does not follow that they
have the competence to do so.

The record discloses at least

serious questions atout the adequacy of the Applicant's training
The Board implies that the quality assurance defect may be with
the vendors program.
'I:D., p.19, fn. 2.
But the results of vendor
deficiencies are in this plant and if undiscovered defects exist
in the plant then the plant is unsafe for operation.
The failure
o~f valve 204B is a warning of other possible problems which should
not have been ignored.
*

S

U
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program and of the measures to be taken when personnel violate
procedures.

There is no hard evidence that the Applicant has

the ability to implement the complex quality assurance program
required for this plant.

Exception 12
The Initial Decision refers to no data from which it could
be concluded that the Applicant's personnel have either a will
ness or a desire to implement the quality assurance program.
For instance changes in procedures disclosed as being needed in
April and May, 1973, have not as yet been adopted.

Inspection

Report 50-274/73-09, Summary of Findings, pp. 14-17 (CCPE Ex. AA
(9/12/73).

A willing and desirous Applicant would have solxved

the problem immediately, certainly where, as here, the plant
was operating during the intervening period.

Exception 13
CCPE strenously opposes the procedure of removing contested
items from the hearing and leaving them to post-decision resolu
tion.

The Staff letter of September 28 (not in the record and

sent after the decision was issued) gives the most cryptic infor
mation on changes made by the Applicant.
Q

It does not disclose

whether the modifications in freezer-dryer operation were already.
in existence when the Staff inspector wrote (Inspection Report
50-247/73-11, Summary of Findings, p. 8 (CCPE Ex. AA (9/12/73)):
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Another failure of the refrigeration-dryer
will cause a total failure of the air system
for Unit 2.
That statement was made in an inspection report dated July 27,
1973 (inspections occurred on June 11-13, 18-19, 26) after the
May, 1973 expansion valve setting and perhaps after the other
so--called corrective steps.

At least the Staff should have been

required to produce' the inspection report from which Mr. O'Reilly
reached his very optimistic conclusions.
Additionally in Inspection Report 50-247/73-11, supra the
inspector noted that an Engineering Service Request (ESR)"will
be issued which will ask that the location of the tap in for
alternate air supply be evaluated..oThis item remains open until
the ESR has been resolved".

_L

pp.

8-9

(emphasis added)

No

ESR has been received and if Mr. O'Reilly is now over-ruling
his inspector then at a minimum he should fully disclose the
basis for that decision and provide a copy of the inspection
report.
What this entire episode demonstrates is the error in
allowing a licensing board to leave open items for post-decision
resolution particularly when the items involve substantial safety
matters such as total failure of the air system for a plant -
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and are contested by a<party.

Exception 14
As already noted with respect to quality assurance, several
safety items remain unresolved on the record.

Each of these

items were identified in a Staff inspection report in the last
few months.

In addition the causes of the failure of Valve 204B

and of a 3/4" socket weld are still under investigation.

Inspec

tion Report 50-247/73-09, Summary of Findings, pp. 11-13.

There

is no evidence that deficiencies in emergency procedures have
been corrected.
ings, p. 4.

Inspection Report 50-247/73-10, Summary of Find

The initial Decision (p. 18) recognizes that several

items remain unresolved when it finds that "concerns respecting
the incidents have or are being satisfactorily resolved".
(emphasis added)

•*/
The Initial Decision was issued late on September 25. The
cryptic letters which purport to show Staff resolution of the
matter are dated September 28, only two days before the Applicant's
previous license would expire. CCPE has not received a copy of
any cormunication from the Applicant to the Staff detailing the
modifications referred to in the September 28 letter (except the
one change made in May, 1973 which did not deter the Staff
inspector in July from concluding that a total failure of the
plant air supply system was still possible).
There is certainly
a real suspicion that the SLaff review was motivated by a desire
to get the license out before the previous license expired rather
than to resolve the problem in a responsible manner. In any event,
and regardless of the motive, the hearing board should have resolved
the issue before issuing the license to operate.
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'A thorough search, of the AEfC Act and Regulations fails to
disclose any legal authority to authorize a full power,

full

terin license for a plant which has unresolved safety items.
fact,

in enacting Section 192(b)

In

of the Act, Congress recognized

that complete resolution of all items was a prerequisite to
issuing authorization for a license and thus provided for short
term and/or lower-power licenses to remove from the hearing
those items which were only relevant to long term
operation.

S. Rep. No.

or full power

92-787, 92nd Cong. 2d Sess.

(Separate

Views of Senator Baker) p. 14.
There is good reason why following testing of the reactor
a shutdown period should be required to enable analysis of test
results and to facilitate whatever repairs or changes have to
be made.

While a shutdown following tests is not required in

every case it is clearly required where, as here,

the test

period has disclosed deficiencies in plant equipment or pro
cedures and has raised possible problems with other safety
systems which were subjected to construction and inspection
techniques identical to those used on the equipment which was
foiund defective.

qb.

*
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Exception 15
As the exceptions detailed in this brief indicate the record
does not contain reliable, probabitive and substantial evidence
of compliance by Applicant with AEC standards and criteria.

Such

blanket and unsupported findings which attempt to deal with
specific allegations of non-compliance with specific Commission
regulations is disruptive of an orderly review process and legally
meaningless.

Exception 16
The Initial Decision (50%) (p. 26) dismisses as irrelevant
the advantages of sodium thiosulf ate over sodium hydroxide.

The

most significant advantage is that sodium thiosui.fate is more
effective at removal of organic iodine
*/
advantages can be easily overcome -

(Tr. 1616)

and its dis

As disclosed in CCPE

Proposed Findings of Fact No. 4 the inability of sodium hydro
xide to effectively remove organic iodine results in off-site
doses

(using approved calculations) in excess of 10 CFR Part

100 limits.

The Initial Decision (50%) gives no basis for its

conclusion that the use of sodium hydroxide is acceptable which
is consistent with its acceptance of the critical

factual findings

presented by CCPE.
Proposed Findings of Fact No.
CCPL

3a21.

which is

accepted

by the Initial Decision; p. 116.
CCPE Proposed Findings of Fact No. 3a2m
by the Initial Decision, p. 11.6.
*/.

which is accepted
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Exception 17
The critical dispute is whether

the Staff justified the

use of a presumed organic iodine content of 5% of the total
50% of reactor iodine available leakage.
instantaneous plateout of 50%

With an assumed

the Staff then calculates the

doses to the thyroid for the public in

a design basis accident

of approximately 180 rem for two hours at the site boundary
and 270 rem for 30 days at the low population zone.
p. 24.

IoD.

(50%)

As the calculations in CCPE Proposed Findings No. 4,

Table III demonstrate if

the organic iodine fraction is

6.7%

rather than 5% the result is non-compliance with the 10 CFR
§100.11

300 rem limit on the 30 day thyroid dose in the low

population zone.

Although the Initial Decision (p. 117) rejects Proposed
Findings No. 4 as not supported by evidence in the record it
is difficult to comprehend the basis for that conclusion. The
finding consists of calculations using formulae which are in
the record. It is in effect a hypothetical finding designed
to demonstrate the critical importance of the assumed organic
iodine fraction.
The data in BWTIL-319 and ORVlL-4635 is in
evidence by joirt stipulation of the Applicant and the Inter
venor. The data t-here which is of principal importance here
is that 1) organic iodine predictions are difficult and 2)
some test of organic iodine show fractions of 6.7% or above.
Stipulation Between Applicant and CCPE For Receipt Of Addi
tional Evidence On Methyl Iodide Fo-Mation and Concerning
Controverted Issued (May 30, 1972, p. 3-5).
*

'he Initial

Decis~pn

(50%)

p.

27 does not deal with the

real issue although it actually acknowledges that there are
"complexities involved in

estimating the fraction of iodine

that would be in organic form. under the conditions of a LOCA".
It

does not find that the Staff had a suitable basis after

examining the experimental data to set the figure at 5% nor
does it
There is

disclose anything which would support such a finding.
no adequate data and no adequate findings to form

the basis for a conclusion that Indian Point #2 is in compliance
with 10 CFR Section 100.11.

Exception 18-21
An examination of the Initial Decision p. 118 discloses
that a substantial number of the CCPE Proposed Findings of
Facts involving plant security have been accepted.

The Initial

Decision and the Initial Decision (50%) provide no rational
exganation for the conclusion that plant security is adequate
in the face of these findings.

The Initial Decision (50%)

specifically notes the need for direct Applicant knowledge of
security personnel and their method of selection and training

- Propjsed Findings No. 15 relating to security has
The CCPYi
been treated as non-public. Hlowever, the Initial Decision (50%)
These exceptions
Decision findings on this have not.
and Initial
can be briefed without any dll{sclosures not already contained in
the public record and thus separate briefing is not required.

(id., p. 34); the need for testing of outside police forces
and their preparedness since Applicant relies upon them (id.,
p. 34); and the need for the Applicant to complete its security
plan (id., p. 33).

There is no evidence that any of these steps

have been taken.
The Initial Decision, p. 118 specifically finds
CCPE Proposed Findings No. 15.a.)

(by adopting

that tie Applicant is not in

compliance with Safety Guide 17 which establishes plant security
requirements.

As noted earlier compliance . with a Safety Guide

may not be waived on an ad hoc basis without some well reasoned
determination by the person responsible, for its adoption

(the

Director of Regulation) that the guide is in effect to be modified.
Finally, the Initial Decision (50%) pp. 33-34 creates out
of whole cloth a new legal standard which exempts nuclear reactors
from the requirement that the plant be safe from sabotage by
a
.determined group of domestic saboteurs.
use the "foreign enemy"

exclusion,

Yet it

It does not, as it cannot,
fails to explain why

the public does not deserve protection from zealous and well
trained citizens who for financial gain (blackmail), mis
guided patriotism
need for changes in

(disruption of the system to emphasize the
government policies) or who otherwise seek

to sabotage a nuclear reactor,

The legal standard adopted is

erroneous and as the CCPE Proposed Findings which were accepted
demonstrate much more could be done to imiprove plant security
and
thus deter and prevent domest:ic sabotage.
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Exceptions 22- 25
The most telling indictment of the emergency plans for
Indian Point #2 is

to read the inadequacies of the emergency

plans found in the record and accepted by the Initial Decision
(p.

118) They are:
In

14.

the event of a major accident at the

Indian Point site involving release of radio
activity there is

no assurance that the public

exposure to radioactivity will be kept as low
as practicable.
i.

No instruction is provided to the public

on measures to be taken to minimize their
exposure or procedures to be followed in the
event of an evacuation.

(N.Y. State Exs. 2

and 5; Suppo Test. of Davies (July 21, 1971)
pp. 14-15).
3.

No preplanning has been done for any

evacuation beyond the LPZ or for any plant.
releases which could cause public exposure
in excess of 30 rems-

(Tr. 3735, 3742).

b.

...

1.

There are no specific criteria to

determine whether and when to order an
evacuation if

public exposure would be

less than 30 rem.
2.

(Tr. 3730, 3731, 3733).

There are no criteria organs for

determining actions to be taken if

the

public exposure could be more than 30
reins or outside the LPZ (Tr. 3735,
4.

3742).

There have been no drills to determine

actual response time or ability of the State
personnel who will be needed if there is an
emergency at the plant.
5.

(Tr. 3778-3780).

Local police, upon whom primary reliance

has been placed, do not have copies of the
State Specific Operating Procedures for this
plant, (Tr. 3781--3784-5) nor have the New York
State auth-orities analyzed police evacuation
procedures or training to assess their adequacy.
(Tr. 3796--3797).
6.

Personnel who are responsible for carrying

out emergency plans are not required to read
the general emergency plan or the SOP for this
plant.

(Tr. 3785).
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7.

The evacuation routes determined by

New York State only cover the LPZ and
do not include any written instructions
on where to go after people reach the two
main streets in the area.
8.

(Tr. 3'786-3787).

The State plan does not include specific

places to which evacuees are to go and this
is

left

up to the Red Cross although their

involvement is

not included in

emergency plans.
9.

the State

(Tr. 3788-3790).

The determination to evacuate based upon

projected thyroid doses are based on the average
man exposure without regard to -the higher
dosages which children would receive.

(Tr. 3798

3799).

In addition while the Initial Decision rejects Proposed Findings
No. 14a2 the record references clearly support at least each
sub-finding if

not the legal conclusion in 14a2 that the plan

is

thereby "deficient".

in

concluding that a plan with such orissions is

Those sub-findings underscore the error
not "deficient".
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'fhe principal basis given for approval of the emergency
plan was that New York State has had some experience and success
with- non-nuclear emergencies where specific instructions are
given after the emergency begins.

The record does not disclose

why that experience will prove sufficient for a nuclear reactor
or what makes the two situations similar.

Most significantly

the New York State plan assumes that off-site conditions will be
no worse than 10% of the off-site conditions calculated by the
Staff.

Thus the entire New York State plan, to the extent there

is one, is based on a clearly erroneous assumption.

Surely if

the plant is designed to the assumption that the design basis
accident can occur then. the emergency plans, if only as a matter
of prudence, should be similarly designed.
Significantly the Initial Decisions do not specifically
find that the emergency plans comply with the requirements of
10 CFR Part 50, Appendix E.

That ommission is particularly

relevant where, as here, the best New York State can offer is
an assurance that if an emergency arises they will think of
something to do.

An emergency plan which merely provides for

development of a detailed plant at some later date may be
acceptable for issuance of a construction permit but not for
issuance of an operating license.
ALAB--123, RAI-73-5 (p. 342-343).

See Consumers Power Co.,
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Exception 26
CCPE has determined not to pursue this exception

Ekceptions 27-31, 33-34
These exceptions

attack ultimate findings.

bases for these exceptions
In

discussed exceptions.

are set forth in

The principal

the previously

addition, we note that a full exolica

tion of 'a rational b3asis for these ultimate findings does not
appear in either of the Initial Decisions and thus the require
ments set forth. in Northern States Power Co.,ALAB-104,
p.

RAI-73-3,

179 have not been met.

Exception 32
As written the Indian Point #2 FES contains calculations
of off-site effects of accidents substantially less severe than
those contained in

the Staff Safety Evaluation

FES Table VI-2 with SSE,

p.

Policy Act requires that all
disclosed.

61.

Supp.,

342 F.

Supp.

Compare

The National Environmental

possible environmental effects be

Environmental Defense Fund v.

325 F.

(SSE).

Corps of Engineers,

728, 745, 759, affirmed 470 F.2d 289, on remand
1211

(Ark.,

265, 266 (W.D. Wash.,
those calculated in

0

1972);

1972).

the SSE is

Liithan v. Volpe,

350 F.

Supp.

A LOCA with consequences as severe as
clearly possible and should have
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been Included in the F9S.

Class 9 accidents are also possible

and shoul have been included.

The Staff appears to confuse

the responsibility to. present data with its desire to present
conclusions.
What basis does the Staff give for utilizing less severe
accident consequences?

It alleges that it is using "realistic'

assumptions as compared to the 'conservative" assumptions used
in the SSE.

FES, p. VI-I.

The purpose of this exercise is to

produce an environmental risk.

However, the Staff approach is

inadequate.
First, the FES should disclose all possible categories of
accidents,

including as an accident the failure of engineered

safeguard systems.

This it presumably does in Table VI-I but

significantly the listing provides only a relative probability
of the accident occurring and does not purport to provide
any numerical values for accident probability.

Nonetheless the

Staff uses such qualitative terms as "low" and "very small"
and the like without even suggesting which numerical value
goes with which qualitative term..

FES, p. VI-3.

Second, the FES should for each possible accident list
the range of possible consequences.
also is deficient.

In this regard the FES

The Staff assumes that a certain radio

active release is realistic for a particular accident and it
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utili~es the proposed annex to Appendix D for the assumptions
it

made in

conducting the calculations.

But neither the

proposed. annex nor the FES disclose the factual basis for the
assumptions used.

They are merely assertions by the Staff.

The purpose of an FES is

not to serve as a forum for the

expression of unsupport Staff assertions.
mental full disclosure" document

It

is

an "environ

(Environmental Defense Fund v.

Corps of Engineers,: supra,325 F.Supp.

at 759)

designed to increase

public information and form the basis for decisions even outside
the particular proceeding.

Natural Resources Defense Council v.

Morton,

1972).

458 F.2d 827 (CADC,

The Indian Point 42 FES

does not meet that objective.
In
its

addition,

the FES seeks to minimize the significance of

"realistic" accident consequences by using words such as

"low"

and "very small" to describe the probability of the

accident occurring.
in

the FES.

But such tactics point up the real fallacy

The portion of FES relating to accidents

(Section

VI) appears to 1° ve been written by something akin to an AEC
public relations department and lacks the candor,

openness and

full disclosure which characterizes most of the remainder

*'/ Clearly the ASO's proposed rule-making (36 F.R. 22851) and
the letter from the former Director of Regulation (September 1,
1971) are not legal authority for the "realistic" assumptions
used here.

0

S
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of thq document.

Compare the discussion of the environmental

impact of plant operation on fish (FES, pp. V-39 to V-64) with
(FES,

the environmental impact of plant accidents on people
pp. VI-l to VI-6).

Clearly the Staff does not choose to dis

cuss people and the possible harm they can suffer.

Yet that

is at the root of the controversy between the Staff and CCPE.
If, as the AEC extremely conservatively estimates in

another

context, that up.to 15,000,000 people could be killed by one
highly improbable accident at Indian Point #2,

the FES should

be the place where that fact and the basis for it is presented
to be weighed against the alleged benefits of plant operation.
It

appears that the Staff is

afraid to allow an impartial

hearing board to weigh the severe consequences of allegedly low
probability accidents in

setting the environmental risk and

conducting a risk benefit analysis.
Related to the failure of the Staff to disclose the basis
for its assumptions is its failure to disclose the facts which
are contrary to its

assumption.

Responsibility v. Seaborg, 3 ERC

Coimmittee for Nuclear
1126, 1128-29

Natural Resources Defense Council v. Morton,
mental Defense Fund v. Corps of Engineers,

(CADC, 1971);

supra at 834; Environ

supra,

325 F.Suppoat 759-763c

I

0I
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This issue was to somQ~extent dealt with in Consumers Power Co.,
ALAB-123, supr'a at p. 353.

The principal reason given there for

rejecting the intervenor position was that the adjudicatory hearing
offers an opportunity for the intervenor to present the opposing
facts.

Regardless of the validity of that view in Consumers

Power Co, su__1a it

is

for financial reasons,
It

not valid here.

CCPE has been unable,

to produce a single witness of its

own.

has had to depend upon the Staff or the Applicant to produce

all relevant data and to utilize that data to present its
It

is

by now well establish that it

is

Staff to come forward with the data that is
or of which it

has knowledge.

case.

incumbent upon the
in

its

possession

The Staff cannot shift the burden

of producing relevant data to the intervenor

(Scenic Hudson

Preservation Conference v. Federal Power Commission, 354 Fo2d
608 cert. denied 384 U.S.

941; Office of Communications of

United Church of Christ v. Federal Commerce Commission, 359
F.2d 994 (CADC, 1966) nor to the Applicant Greene County
Planning Comission v. Federal Power Commission,
(C.A. 2nd, 1972).

455 F.2d

As the Court in Scenic Hudson, supra at

p. 620 said, and reiterated in Greene County, supra at p. 419:

-30

in this case, as in many others,
the Commission has claimed to be the
representative of the public inter
est.
This role does not permit it
to act as an umpire blandly calling
balls and strikes for adversaries
appearing before it;
the right of the
public must receive active and affirma
tive protection at the hands of the
Commission.
The invalidity of the position that an intervenor should be
required to present. the competent contrary views held by the
Staff employees rather than having the Staff present these
views itself

is

supra at pp.

1118-19:

underscored by the Court in Calvert Cliffs,

It is moreover, unrealistic to assume
that there will always be an Intervenor
with the information, energy and money
required to challenge a Staff recommenda
tion which ignores environmental cost.
See also Greene County, supra at p. 420; FOE v. AEC, ____F.2d
(CADC, 73-1866

decided Aug. 24, 1973)

Bazelon, Slip Op.,

(Sep. Opin. of Chief Judge

p. 4).

CCPE believes that the possible consequences of accidents
are extremely severe and that the Staff has availableexperts who will so testify.

CCPE believes that the probability

of a LOCA or more severe accident occurring is
cult to determine

,

to it

extremely diffi

that equally reliable estimates may be

off by an order of magnitude and that the Staff has available
to it experts who will so testify.
mental risk when viewed in

CCPE believes that environ

the light of those factual presenta

tions will persuade the licensing board

that no benefit

*

S
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predicted for this plan.t is worth that risk.

At a minimum the

law requires that CCPE be given a fair opportunity to make its
case and to have the AEC Staff

assume its proper role as the

provider of relevant information even if the information is
contrary to the ultimate conclusion of the Staff.

CONCLUSION

Indian Point #2 will be in

the center of a 50 mile
FES, p. VI-6.

containing 21,000,000 people by 1930.

circle

It is a

first generation reactor of a new and larger design than any
before it.

It

is

clearly an experiment which has already had

to mak¢e major changes from its

design to keep up wJith

initial

Fuel densification.,

a changing and emerging technology.
designed safety valves,
operational transients.

arson,

poorly

are but a few of the pre

At a minimum Indian Point #2 should

not be allowed to operate until it has passed the most careful
scrutiny and has unequivocally demonstrated compliance with all
safety regulations.

This record is

now replete with unanswered

questions and unresolved safety items.
judgment warrant continued operation.

Neither law nor good
We urge immediate shutdown
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of this reactor, a reconvening of the hearing for the receipt
of additional evidence on the matters specif a
n
fi.ed and a new
initial
India

decision permeanently denying authorization to operate
Point #2.

Respectfully submitted,
>
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